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Are you doing everything you can to secure your ATM network?

Most ATM attacks fall into six major categories. They are card skimming, cash trapping, card trapping, explosive 
attacks, RAM raids and logical attacks. NCR analysis of the situation has shown that attacks types can range in 
losses from several hundred dollars – for cash trapping attacks, to hundreds of thousands of dollars from logical 
attacks and RAM raids. They each vary both in frequency and the potential loss per attack. 

The impacts of these attacks could 
have been prevented or minimized 
by the addition of NCR security 
solutions. Potential risks of $1,000 
per ATM per year could have been 
mitigated with solution investments 
that cost far less.

Every year, criminals steal millions from ATMs globally. It’s always you and your customers who lose out. When 
transactions cannot be made in a safe and secure environment your customers lose trust in your self and assisted 
service network and you experience tangible losses as well as indirect costs to your brand and shareholder value. 

However, all of this adds up, with the potential losses reaching 
significant levels. card skimming, cash trapping, card trapping, 

explosive attacks, RAM raids, logical attacks
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Take control of your ATM network

We are changing the game when it comes to ATM 

security. NCR feels that security must be an essential 

part of your ATM deployment strategy and not an 

option. NCRs approach to security directly aligns 

to our customer’s key strategies around growing 

revenue, unlocking an amazing customer experience 

and lowering costs. 

NCR Secure provides a comprehensive portfolio of 

solutions that are aligned to protect against the key 

modes of security attacks. Through the deployment 

of multi-layered security solutions, the direct benefits 

for you include the offset of direct losses, enhanced 

customer confidence and avoiding compliance fines, 

penalties and liabilities. 
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NCR Secure Feature Package

SECURE

So, what’s included in the package?

Protect your ATM 
network from the risk 
and associated costs of 
skimming protection 
attacks. Global losses 
from these types of 
attack exceed $2 billion 
annually. Don’t become a 
statistic. Let NCR Skimming 
Protection Solution (SPS) 
help reduce the risk of 
attack while making sure 
your ATMs are always 
available to your customers 
when they need them.

Provides a physical barrier 
to the cash dispenser to 
prevent insertions of cash 
traps used to capture cash.

Adds security to the top 
box of the ATM with an 
upgraded UL 437 lock.

Prevent the execution of 
unauthorized code on your 
ATM systems. Protecting 
the code at runtime and 
maintaining the integrity 
and compliance of the 
ATM means you can reduce 
the risk and costs related 
to ATM protection. No 
unauthorized code will 
run. Eliminating the ability 
for malicious programs or 
persons to compromise 
your ATM network.

NCR Skimming 
Protection Solution

Solidcore Suite for 
APTRA™ license

Cash Trap Inhibitor Strengthened Top 
Box Lock
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NCR is here to help to you with all your security needs

In addition to the solutions and services in the Secure Feature 
Package, the NCR Secure portfolio contains many specialized 
solutions. These are either designed against a more specific 
form of attack, or are specific to a particular region focussed 
on local market requirements. 

For more information about how to secure your ATM 
network, click the link opposite or talk to your NCR 
account representative.

Contact us

Learn more

Sign up for NCR Alerts

mailto:financial%40ncr.com%20?subject=More%20Information%20NCR%20Secure
http://www.ncr.com/documents/FIN_NCR_atm-security-operators-guide.pdf
http://response.ncr.com/security-alerts
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in consumer transaction technologies, turning 

everyday interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. With its software, hardware, 

and portfolio of services, NCR enables more than 485 million transactions daily across retail, 

financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 

everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with approximately 29,000 employees and does 

business in 180 countries. NCR is a trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and  

other countries.  


